
Connexion/Connection in the United States." The 1816 discipline,
however, uses the word "Church." Is it possible that Asbury may have
preferred/insisted on calling us a connection despite what happened in
1784? It is worth a bit of research and study, especially, now when we are
trying to discover our own identity.

At any rate, these musing of mine suggest some new paths for research
which might lead to a better understanding of our history, our leaders
and ourselves.
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Add either an exclamation point or question mark to the title of this
history and discover the complexity of doing Annual Conference history
as reflected in this good work by the official historian of this Conference.
Here is a strong affirmation of United Methodism, especially in its early
days in the south of New Jersey, as particularly reflected in the camp
meeting days. What God has wrought! Here also are the answers to lots
of questions: what has God wrought in the 150 years of Methodism among
the pines and p~ople?

But one discovers questions being asked, also. For example, "will
someone rise to the challenge and do the work necessary to tell the full
story of our Conference Insitutions?" Steelman writes: "This historian finds
it much easier to write about the past, than to be historical about the pre
sent. The closer to one's own day it is, the more difficult it is to bepbjec
tive historically." This history affirms the dilemma.

The commendable effort to include special chapters on the role of
women and ethnic churches results in repetition and problems of sequence.
It raises a question for all who do United Methodist history: how do we
give proper attention to newly-found dimensions of our heritage, but
manage to include them within the flow of our history?

Your reviewer, currently preparing a bibliography of Conference
histories and examining many of them, finds a good blend of the affirma
tion and the questioning in this book that exceeds that of most Conference
histories. The reader has a good view of the broader picture of the Church
beyond New Jersey, too. There is not much attention given to events within
New Jersey government and culture, and the interrelationship of church
and society. Readers unfamiliar with the geography would welcome a map
of the Conference.

BOOK REVIEWS

Robert B. Steelman, What God Has Wrought: A History of the Southern
New Jersey Conference of The United Methodist Church. Pennington,
NJ: Conference Commission on Archives and History, 1986. 352 pp.
$15.50.
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Especially commendable are the elements of format: illustrations,
notes, bibliography, appendices, index and overall attractiveness and print
ing. The 250th anniversary of John Wesley's Aldersgate experience will
be in 1988, and was not in 1963 (see pages 240 and 243).

- Arthur W. Swarthout
Madison, NJ

E. Brooks Holifield, Health and Medicine in the Methodist Tradition. New
York: Crossroad, 1986. 198 pp. $17.95.

This is the sixth volume in a series which examines issues in health
and medicine in various faith traditions. Previous volumes have surveyed
the Lutheran, Reformed, Roman Catholic, Jewish and Anglican tradi
tions. Yet to appear are those which study Mormonism, Eastern Or
thodoxy, Islam, Hinduism and secular/humanism.

Holifield, who has already distinguished himself as an historian of
American religion, provides thoughtful and lively exposition of what
Wesley and Methodists have said historically about healing and health,
suffering, death and dying, morality and human dignity, sexuality, and
caring and well-being. He analyzes each of these topics in separate chapters
after he first deals with Wesley's general concern about medicine and health
and whether we can legitemately speak of a Wesleyan/Methodist tradition.

In each succeeding chapter Holifield begins with Wesley's views on
the specific topic and then attempts to show how Methodists over the
decades have dealt with the subject under investigation. His purpose is
to set forth general patterns in Methodist thought and practice.

Holifield finds a principal key to the Wesleyan/Methodist views on
health and medicine in "polarities" which create a certain balance typical
of the broad areas of Wesleyan theology.

This is an excellent book for the historian, ethicist and anyone else
interested in understanding why and how Methodists have been interested
in medicine and health. The book suffers from the lack of an index!

-Charles Yrigoyen, Jr.

Charles D. Schwartz and Ouida D. Schwartz, A Spreading Flalne: The
Stories of the Churches of Troy Annual Conference. Rutland, VT:
Academy Books, 1986. 352 pp.

This is a companion volume to the authors' earlier work titled, A
Flame ofFire, which is a history of the Troy Annual Conference of The
United Methodist Church. A Spreading Flame give concise histories of
the local churches of the Conference with a photo or other illustration
for each. A listing of closed churches is appended. This is a beautifully
arranged and printed volume which will serve as a basic resource for many
years to come.

- Charles Yrigoyen, Jr.
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